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Duty Roster
Saturday 21 October,
Jindivick
John Thomson (R), Hylton Preece
(TC), Andrew Nielsen (TC),
Richard Abel, Peter Ransome,
Russell Newnham, Mark Charlton,
Chris Hughson, Rob Castellani,
Gary Wishart, John Court
Saturday 28 October,
Thornton
Nigel Kimber (R), Steve Short
(TC), David Brown (TC), John
McLeod (TC), Darren Smith,
Barry Ellem, Peter Morris,
Michael Allen, Tony Sloan, Mark
Wallace, Alison Skene, John
Cochrane, Liz Randall, Mike Joss
If rostered for duty, you must be at
there at least 1 hour prior to start time.
It’s your responsibility to find a
replacement if unable to do your duty,
then advise Andrew Buchanan,
tiptop2@optusnet.com.au

Editor: Nick Tapp
nick.tapp@detail-ed.com.au

Arthurs Creek turned on a cracking spring afternoon last Saturday, and the hilly course
profile provided its usual generous dose of action. Visitors from Northern Cycling and
alumni of the recent Get Into Road Racing course were both well represented. The
Croydon Cycleworks Summer Twilight Crit Series at METEC continued on Tuesday
evening, as did Wednesday morning racing at the Loop, in Kew. Results from all courses
and reports from Arthurs Creek are inside.
There has been a suggestion/request for race reports in the newsletter from the Tuesday
twilight crits. On numbers participating alone, this would seem worth trying. At this stage
there will not be an email each week requesting reports (as there is for Saturday racing)
and you are asked to keep reports to 100 words or less. Henceforth, however, you are
invited to submit race reports from Tuesday night by Wednesday night to the Editor at the
email address on this page. Let’s see how it goes.
This Saturday we race at Jindivick in the Club Road Championships. This is an age-based
event and will be raced in five-year age groups for men (35–39, 40–44 and so on), plus
one race to decide the results in all age groups for women. A lap of the course is
approximately 20 kilometres. The groups will race the following distances:
Men 35–59
Men 60–74
Men 75+
Women (all ages)

3 laps
2 laps
1 lap
2 laps (to be confirmed on the day, subject to numbers).

You can enter beforehand on TeamApp or by email to Peter Mackie at
mackiep69@gmail.com, and at Jindivick on the day. Note that the registration desk will
close at 12.45 pm. As a championship race, there are certain qualifying requirements.
See http://easternvets.com/calendar/ for the full details. In short, you need to be an
Eastern Vets member who has competed in three Eastern Vets races (Saturday, Tuesday
or Wednesday) since 1 May. There is no entry fee or prize money; medals will be awarded
to the first three placegetters in each age group. Remember your tail light (fully charged)
and note that the first group will start at 1 pm. Registration will be at Kydd Reserve, on the
south side of Jacksons Track 800 metres east of its junction with Main Jindivick Road,
where there is parking and toilet facilities.
If all that is not enough cycling for you, several Eastern members took the start line last
Saturday for the VVCC Bill Long Memorial Handicap from Camperdown to Warrnambool.
Turn a few pages to find a race report from one-time Warrnambool boy Paul Firth.

Graded scratch races at Casey Fields, 7 October
This report from last week got lost in the Editor’s Inbox. Sorry, Jim!

Eddy, Susan ‘I must not get used up by these old
guys’ Williams and myself. For all our efforts, Zen
merrily continued to open his gap whilst Barry Ellem
was working on some new tactics.

E Grade
By Jim Swainston

Six faithful E Graders made their way through the
continual development that is Berwick, Cranbourne
and Clyde to be met by ideal conditions at Casey. I
sound like a real old timer when I hark back to the first
days of Casey out there in the middle of nowhere.
Fully approximately 10 years ago. In E and F Grades
we get to know each other pretty well, as we don’t
have multitudes of starters and not too many new
faces.
Zenon Gawronski looked the likely favourite after
overpowering us along with Paula McGovern the
previous Saturday at METEC. Things were conducted
peacefully until Zen decided it was time to go with
about 20 minutes left to race. Alan ‘The Doc’ Cunneen
helped in the chase, as did John

With victory decided, we settled down to fight out 2nd.
Susan took a well-timed fly at the bell and rode an
excellent tempo, only to get caught within spitting
distance of the line. Barry Ellem took up the pursuit of
Susan, giving the rest of us a pleasant lead into the
last 200 metres, and I had to pull out all stops to
bridge the gap to Susan, who had ridden a really
honest race all day and deserved her 3rd place.
Mentions go to:
• Peter Gray, who not only won but organised
another excellent barby!
• Shelly, who played the part of a warmer-upper,
First Aider and barbecuer
• Nigel, who took the money and played the part of a
bike rider (à la Ronnie).

Graded scratch races at Arthurs Creek, 14 October

Grade

1st

2nd

3rd

A Grade (6)

Jean-Philippe Leclercq

Phil Smith

Nigel Kimber

B Grade (16)

Kon Papakonstantinou (N)

Chris Ellenby

Ray Russo

C Grade (15)

Adam Dymond

Chris Joy

Sam Bruzzese

D Grade (7)

Max Michelson

Colin Mortley

Peter Gray

E Grade (8)

Geoff Youl

Tony Sloan

Susan Williams

A Grade (I)
By Jean-Philippe Leclercq

Was perfect conditions to ride, light wind, about 18
degrees Celsius and sunny. We were a small group of
six riders, but strong bunch so anything can happen.
The first two laps were peaceful, we were kind of
rolling together, despite a few attacks, mainly from

4th

Craig Harvey (N)

Phil Smith and Nigel Kimber. On lap three, Phil
attacked on the hill, in two steps (he loves to hurt us
twice!), which formed a break. Was a break of three,
including Phil, Nigel and myself. We were working well
together, with Nigel putting strong turns.
On the last lap, we were going downhill quite fast,
Nigel slipped on one of the sharp/tricky corners, and
right in front of me (I almost went down too – very

Approaching the Strathewen turnaround for the first time, all together. All photos: John Williams

close …). Phil and myself immediately stopped and
rode back up to Nigel to check on him. He was calmly
sitting on the grass, looking shaken but fortunately
nothing broken or major. We asked him to come back
but he said his race was over. So Phil and myself
went back on the bike and continued the race.
I kept thinking about Nigel and was wondering how he
was going (it was bugging me …). At the cones, we
turned around and a few minutes after, who do we
see, you guess it, Nigel pedalling as a warrior! I was
so glad he was back on the bike (and in one piece).
Obviously Nigel changed his mind after we left and he
jumped back (like a frog) on his bike, good on him.
That gave me some positive mental strength and my
pain on the bike was going away by magic. Phil and I
were rolling evenly, I was observing Phil and trying to
estimate how fresh or not his legs were, but could not
really decode. My plan was to attack on the last hill,
which I did, got a gap and kept it until finishing line.

Was a small group but race was entertaining, I liked
that race. Nigel getting back on the bike after his scary
crash, not being seriously injured (his fall/slide at high
speed was quite spectacular …) and still placing 3rd,
what an inspirational strong guy/rider, made my day.

A Grade (II)
By Nigel Kimber

A pre-race check of the Cottles Bridge–Strathewen
Road showed a couple of potholes that would need
mentioning in the pre-race rider briefing. It also
necessitated the donning of safety vest and gloves to
remove the rather flattened remains of a pair of
corellas, a wabbit and a pair of pears from the road
along with a few largish stones that could have
influenced a wheel’s path. It also had me pondering
the name for female swans.
The holes made the briefing, there was no mention of
pears, and again we were warned of not racing down

the hill if the race was intact – not worth the skin. With
the preamble done, it was a small A Grade that rolled
off the hardtop and onto the bitumen for the neutral
first kilometre, which would be serving as warm-up.
With only six in the bunch there’d be no hiding but I
was expecting the first lap at least, if not the first two,
to be relatively civilised and I’d be able to get some ks
in my legs before they were required to perform. As
we passed the Nankervis Road junction for the first
time there was much looking around but only a gentle
increase of pace – relief.
It was good to see Kevin (First Aid) back on his feet
and purchasing a bag or two of apples from the
roadside stall, a quick greeting then a double take,
there were two pears (just the one pair) in the middle
of the road – I’d swept the road not an hour before. A
bit of frantic arm-waving and some course signalling
back to Kevin had the desired effect as the pair (of
pears) were not there on the return.
The first lap met expectation, Phil Smith and J-P
probably doing the lion’s share of the pace-setting as I
tried to stay away from the front to get the heart used
to exceeding double-digit BPM without too much
stress. Phil Cavaleri, Nick Tapp and Glenn Newnham
were not shy to take the wind if the rider in front swung
wide to encourage a changing of the guard. Late in
the lap Phil Cav rode himself clear, nothing to worry
about but I’d rather match pace than chase up the
pinch so a little extra effort to ensure we all started the
climb together. The first ascent of the pinch provided
the first of the testing – nothing serious, just a small
feeler, enough to get an idea on state of legs. It was
Phil Smith who tested the waters and everybody
seemed to respond comfortably. A bit of a Col-de-Roll
to the near turnaround ended the first lap.
Things got a little more serious from the start of the
second lap, Phil S. testing legs on the way back to the
top of the pinch. Again, all responded sufficiently that
there were no significant gaps at the top and it was
allowed to come back together on the descent or soon
after. Pace-setting was still being shared but some
were being a bit more aggressive than others.
Halfway through the outbound leg it seemed as
though it was too much for Nick, who swung off third
wheel with a flick of the elbow – ‘… and thanks for the
fish’, was that, Nick? It wasn’t Nick that said goodbye
but Glenn, after a pull on the front a slight increase in

tempo up one of the last little rises saw Glenn slip
quietly off the back – too soon and too far to take
advantage of the ‘neutral’ zone at the far turnaround to
hook back onto the small train.
The informal swapping of turns amongst the five, and
the small digs up some of the inclines, gave Glenn no
chance of clawing his way back to the race. The
second time up the pinch was more serious than the
first, Phil Smith again setting the pace, a pace I found
myself quite comfortable with, able to sit and observe
both Phil and J-P as they climbed out of the saddle to
the top. Both Phil Cav and Nick Tapp also made the
top in touch and it was another roll to the turnaround to
complete the first half of the race, or is that to start the
second half of the race?
Having spent biscuits on the pinch I was looking
forward to Phil and J-P maintaining a steady return to
the top. Not to be, Phil S. putting pressure on the
pedals, and the small group, halfway up the climb.
With at least myself hanging on, Phil sat back down
and we all looked forward to a chance to recover (as
much as you can going uphill). Not to be, Phil going
again and not sitting down till he reached the top,
where a glance back showed just J-P and me. Phil
may have started it, but the three of us were going to
finish it, a haphazard but equitable sharing of time on
the front putting the nail into the chasers’ chances.
With a lap and a quarter to run, it was time to think
about doing a bit of testing of my own – nothing
serious, just take advantage of the few rises late in the
lap to push the pace. But first, ‘What the …?’, there’s
another pear (half a pair) in the middle of the road. I’m
not horticulturally literate but I’m pretty sure the
overhanging tree is not a fruit tree. Turns out the local
birds help themselves to the fruit from the bins and fly
off with it, only to find it too heavy to carry much further
than the middle of the road. Back to the race and two
testing surges pull a gap, gaps that get closed with a
bit of effort. File that under ‘I’ve got a chance here’ –
next lap …
As expected, Phil has given the pinch a good hit,
unexpectedly I was still able to follow in the saddle –
looking good; out of the saddle next time and I’d be
like one of the little ducks (over the hill and far away).
Having mass on my side I led the roll to the
penultimate rounding of the near cone, where I
proceeded to embarrass myself by stuffing the turn,

almost having to unclip to avoid falling off. Back to the
top of the pinch Phil was again keen to make us work
whilst I was content to bide my time and J-P was
happy in his own thinking (I think). And that’s how we
went over the top.
Into the tight left at the bottom of the hill there’s that
horrible sound of rubber not quite gripping bitumen
followed by the more horrible sound of alloy and flesh
hitting bitumen. Not only is that my race over, nor just
my kit in tatters, but my credibility also. Both J-P and
Phil stop and come back to check on me despite my
waving them on, satisfied I know it’s Saturday the
fourteenth and declining to join them, despite their
offer to ride slowly, they resume their race. A couple of
minutes sitting on the side of the road contemplating
what could have been, what a second’s stupidity can
cost and generally feeling sorry for myself. Picking
myself up, it was back to the officials to report my
withdrawal – the pinch or Nankervis? Nankervis. Then
the realisation that Cav and Tapp haven’t come by,
maybe they’ve decided it was a chase too far and
withdrawn. Adam was going to want his 3rd place
podium race report – ah, the responsibilities, the
responsibilities.
I thought it was a casual(ish) last lap, expecting to be
caught by any remaining A Graders at any time, but
Strava (flybys) shows I only lost a little time to the
leaders on the way out, crossing paths less than a
kilometre from the far turnaround (1.x km down), all
smiles and thumbs up. The far turnaround was as
sloppy as the previous one despite being more
cautious – nerves? Then came confirmation that Phil
C. and Nick hadn’t withdrawn as we crossed paths
around 500 metres from the turnaround. Seeing
Glenn a couple of kilometres later meant that all
starters were going to finish. With each passing
kilometre the ride was feeling softer and the
inevitability of being caught increasing as I realised the
front tyre was losing pressure. I slowed, pushing as
much weight to the back wheel as I could.

straightest possible, almost Cadel Evans style, with
weight as far back as I could get it whilst still sitting on
the saddle. Final turnaround and still no loss of race
position. Another tentative turn and back to Greens
Road – no sign of the pursuit, I may just get this,
should have been practising my race report. By this
time the front tyre was so flat that I wasn’t going to
push it, what would be would be, and as it turned out,
that was 3rd.
As I was being tended at the finish line by Kevin, Phil
Cav and Nick Tapp contested a sprint for 4th. I’m
guessing they must have decided early on that the last
lap was a training ride, or else the marshal at the far
turnaround had informed them of my gaping wounds
(well, knicks) and they agreed not to chase me down.
Either way, I had to think of something witty to say at
presentations. ‘I’d planned on finishing first and not
having to give this report but ...’ – no, bit cocky.
‘Practise what I say, not what I do …’ – yeah, nah.
‘I thought I’d sacrifice my race and a bit of skin to show
you all …’ – definitely not.
Figures for the race: 67.0 km in 1:55:54 for a
34.7 km/h average, just 2 minutes (1:53:47, 35.3
km/h) behind the Frog who, checking on Strava, only
did 66.8 km and 708 m of climbing, compared to my
726 m …? (J-P started his Garmin after the start and
has a GPS altimeter v. my barometric one.)
https://www.strava.com/activities/1230569080/analysis
http://labs.strava.com/flyby/viewer/#1230569080?c=r1
r60x4x&z=E&t=1PuNzI&a=eP5YSWRxWElQmUJJ4
XRESQppQUk

Needless to say, the sweeping corners were taken
with maximum (legal) road use – edge (of the lane) to
apex to edge, and the tighter ones taken slowly and
tentatively. The climb of the pinch was not the
explosive out-of-the-saddle acceleration I’d planned,
and I’m still waiting for the two behind to blast
past. The descent to the final turnaround was the
Nigel, slightly tattered but with his margin to the chasers intact, heads
back towards Arthurs Creek for the last time.

A Grade (III)
By Nick Tapp

This was not going to be a B Grade race. There were
just six starters, and four of them were Jean-Philippe,
Phil Smith, Phil Cavaleri (P1 and P2?) and Nigel
Kimber. Which left me and Glenn Newnham to see
who could hang on longer – that, or make up a
gruppetto and enjoy the fine spring weather.
Nigel and J-P have described the first two laps, and
done so very nicely. I rolled through to the front a
couple of times, but was never there for long before
Phil Smith bustled past and the pace picked up. When
we lost Glenn, just before the Strathewen turnaround
on lap two, I was still feeling OK so decided on plan A
(hang on) rather than the gruppetto option. The pace
was still not too hot to handle if I kept my nose
(mostly) out of the wind. But it was surely only a matter
of time before one of the aforementioned four decided
to put the rest of us to the sword.
It was Phil Smith who did it, and he did it early on the
hill at the start of lap three. I had come around the turn
last and was still on the back, behind Phil Cav. Nigel
and J-P responded to the acceleration, but Cav didn’t.
OK, you’re in A Grade now. Out of the saddle, around
Cav, and I bridged across the still smallish gap and
latched onto the last wheel. Immediately, Phil went
again, and this time I knew I was done. J-P and Nigel
responded again, and the three of them rode away
over the crest. Phil Cav rejoined me on the way down
the other side. It looked like the gruppetto option was
back on the table, but without Glenn.

The chasers demonstrate the neutral turnaround …

We pushed on. Anything might happen. Someone
might fall off, haha! Yeah, as if. But in theory 3rd place
was just out of sight up the road so we pushed on,
swapping turns – Phil’s longer, mine shorter and
generally up a hill. Glenn appeared every so often,
heading for a turnaround as we headed away from it,
a bit further away each time. The three leaders
appeared from the opposite end, then again, further
ahead – and then there were only two. Had they
dropped Nigel? There was a big gap, too big, but
eventually Nigel reappeared, looking strong, any
damage to person or kit hidden from view.
A mechanical? Who knew? We didn’t. He was still a
fair way ahead. We pushed on.
The last hill was getting closer and there was only
empty road ahead. We were riding steadily, but it was
still a race, and I felt sure Phil wouldn’t take it amiss,
so I gave it a crack up the hill and got to the top with a
bit of a gap. But Phil closed the gap on the descent
and we turned into Greens Road together. I couldn’t
match his kick to the line and so finished 5th out of six,
but at least it hadn’t been only a training ride.

B Grade
By Peter Webb

With the sun shining and no wind, it promised to be a
great day for a race at Arthurs Creek. B Grade had 16
starters, five of them from Northern, ensuring that the
racing would be hard and fast over the four laps.
The first lap was more of a ‘Let’s see who has good
legs’ than a full-on race. Craig Harvey (N) was
obviously the one to watch as he happily sat on the
front all the way out and back.
He did the same on lap number two but some others
had a go at the front, notably Anthony Gullace, Ray
Russo and Kon Papakonstantinou. Lap three was
getting pretty aggressive, with more people keeping
close to the front just in case an attack came, which it
did. Kon made a fast break. Chris Ellenby jumped on,
as so did Ray Russo, and someone else also got into
the break (apologies, I didn’t take notes at the time).
They managed to get about a 250 metre break at the
turn at Strathewen and didn’t have to wait for the rest
of us. We took off in pursuit, but unless we worked as
a group it was going to be hard to reel them in. We
tried to organise rolling turns, but with only a few being

Northern rider Craig Harvey leads the way to the turn at Strathewen. Chris Ellenby keeps an eye on proceedings from the caboose.

able to take turns our chase was proving futile. The
unnamed rider gave up and the breakaway was down
to three, but still riding strongly. At the turn and the
start of the last lap it was obvious that we weren’t
going to catch them and now it was a race for 4th
place (and some money).

So the results were Kon, Chris, Ray and Craig. Well
done to all who participated and to all the officials and
volunteers for a great day’s racing.

As we climbed up the hill out of Arthurs Creek more
riders got dropped and now we settled into a steady
rhythm. After the turnaround point, Craig Harvey
decided to ride away and try to nab 4th. Peter Mackie,
Dave Watts (N) and myself rolled turns to try and keep
up with Craig, but to no avail. Ray Russo came into
sight just before the last climb and Craig was now in
pursuit of Ray. The other two (Chris and Kon) were
obviously way ahead. At the turn into Greens Road I
had a bit of a gap on Dave and Peter and tried to ride
on to finish 5th but those pair of b*$%^#s rolled me on
the line (only joking).

D Grade (I)

Some Strava stats: 65 km covered at 32.4 km/h
average; average HR 161; max. HR 180 = tough day.

By Max Michelson

I feel sorry for those riders that didn’t turn out to
Arthurs Creek on Saturday. Missed a magnificent day
for racing, with only seven quality riders in D Grade
racing for a podium spot, all staying together for half
the race. Great ride by Paula as it was her first time
doing three laps at Arthurs Creek. Good rides by
Colin and Peter, taking out 2nd and 3rd placings.
Enjoyed by all.

The C Grade bunch makes an orderly turnaround.

D Grade (II)
By Peter Gray

What a grouse day to be racing
Temperature in the low 20s, sunny skies, little if any
wind and a circuit revered by most due to its ‘roller
coaster’ like terrain. We’ve seen near freezing and ‘tar
melting’ conditions at Arthurs Creek, but this day was
one to be remembered for its pleasantness.
D Grade numbers were down a little, which is
probably why handicapper Mackie decided to slot me
into the gentleman’s (and Paula’s) bunch. Either that
or he recalls the number of times I’ve suffered at this
venue – fill this space with your own conclusion.
So off we trot after a pre-race briefing by referee Tony
Curulli, with the majority of riders certain to remember
the left, and not right, into Greens Road after the bell
lap turnaround.
Neutral calamity
The neutral section out to Nankervis Road was very
chatty, but it quickly made the group aware of the
quantity of road traffic that would be present during our
race. Apparently every man and his dog (or magpie)
had come out of hibernation to enjoy.
Down to business
Past the official start for our three laps (48 km) of bliss
and still the friendly banter and pace continued. Paula

McGovern led the group for many of the early
kilometres, until Max Michelson decided it was time to
get down to business. I was thinking, this was early
even for Max to initiate an attack but the bunch wasn’t
about to give him any space if they could help it.
Distanced earlier, Harold Hibgame and Zen
Gawronski were able to rejoin the group at the far
turnaround. The respite didn’t last long as Paula
counterattacked about halfway back on the first return
leg. She was looking strong and dangerous, and
could not be allowed to increase her advantage.
Harold and Zen were dropped around this time, so the
remainder led by ‘Max Missile’ proceeded to the home
turnaround. Paula joked, ‘Only two more laps to go,
boys.’ With the most difficult climb ahead, that was
easier said than done.
Take no prisoners
Once over the summit, Max set his cruise control to
fast and wasn’t about to disengage it for anybody or
any terrain. His strategy to eliminate us one by one
seemed to be working, even if it wasn’t intentional. For
all her constructive work, Paula was distanced on the
climb and completed the race solo. Then, as Max and
myself approached the pear and apple orchards for
the second time, I became aware that Colin Mortley
and Ken Allan were no longer with us.
‘We’ve got a 100 metre break.’ But really it was Max
who had made the break.

Now, do we turn left or right?
For a millisecond, that thought entered my head, but
the autopilot led me into Greens Road without any
further input from brain.
The fast pace to to the finish saw Colin overpower
yours truly in the final 200 metres to take 2nd place,
both of us many minutes behind Max-well’s silver
hammer.

Max rounds the cone with Peter and Colin in tow.

Max continued to slap out his uncompromising pace,
leaving me no option than to sit closely – no, very
closely – to his wheel. Sensing a weakness in his legs
on some of the shorter climbs, I tried to overtake and
go ahead, but he was not to be intimidated and soon
resumed front posi.

Wrap-up
All in all, another good day of Eastern racing, and
what about our Pres. taking 1st in C Grade! Great to
see several Northerners competing successfully, as
did some recent GIRR graduates.
Couldn’t conclude without thanking all officals and
marshals of the day. It’s reassuring to know we’ve got
the best ‘cruise control’ around.

‘Free to fly’
This situation continued for another lap, until it became
my turn to drop out of the nest, after trying to test the
leader’s legs again near the orchards. I exhausted
mine instead. Max was now ‘free to fly’. (You know
who says that, don’t you.)
His lead seemed small at the final far turnaround but
there was no way I had the strength to close it.
Gradually he disappeared from sight but Colin and
Ken weren’t that far behind. I was weakening big time.
Colin shot past at the orchards on the run home, with
Ken following – or so I thought. It wasn’t Ken! OK, stay
composed, jump on Colin’s wheel! That took a big
effort to close the small gap, let alone stay with him.
‘Car back!’ came the call from a lone B Ggrade rider
as we started that short, steep ascent for the final
time. There was no way a vehicle was going to
overtake us going up here. Was there?!
‘Looks like he’s (the driver) not going to try,’ I said to
Colin.
‘But you are,’ he replied.
Despite near exhaustion, I managed to open a small
gap on Colin before the home turnaround.

Paula McGovern finished solo.

E Grade
By Jim Swainston

Arthurs Creek is an amazing course as I never seem
to be able to find a bit where the bike seems to roll.
Downhill or uphill, it is always a battle. We rounded up
eight for our grade on Saturday but there was a big
discrepancy between the best and the not so good.
We managed to get up the neutral hill together, but
not too long after that Ray Watts and Pat Ruys were in
a bit of trouble. Ray has had a lean winter as far as
health and training go, and Greens Road beckoned at
the end of lap one. Pat proved on the second lap that
he has a bit of fitness as he rode the race out well.
Geoff Youl lifted the tempo coming back on the
second lap and spreadeagled us. It was the old ‘ones
and twos’ trick, with myself and John Eddy being the

Susan Williams on the front, with Geoff Youl, enjoying his swan song, just behind.

ones and Tony Sloan and Sue Williams being a
twosome, with Geoff departed! Reminded me a lot of
the O’Mara about four years ago, when Geoff left us
after 10 km and the rest of us were spread like debris
from a shipwreck. I’ll bet Sue did a heap of work but
she was unable to unload Tony, while Geoff careered
onward oblivious.
Sue picked up her second 3rd placing in two weeks
and I can assure you they were both really
meritorious.
Geoff announced his retirement at the presentation. I
don't know if he was a long-term cyclist but he is doing
well for his vintage.
Good to see Kev being Kev again! Great that J-P and
Phil came back to check on Nigel after his bit of offroading – or maybe off-biking!

VVCC Bill Long Memorial Handicap, Camperdown to Warrnambool, 14 October
By Paul Firth

A small contingent of Eastern riders made the trip to
Camperdown last weekend for the Bill Long Memorial
Handicap. Bill Long, after whom this race is named,
was for many years a member of the Melbourne to
Warrnambool Road Race committee. Having grown
up in Warrnambool myself and watched many
Melbourne to Warrnambool races, the idea of a Vets
race which finished on the closed highway and
crossed the finish line under the banners and in front
of a large crowd 40 minutes before the Melbourne to
Warrnambool sounded like a good one. Not to
mention $1000 for first prize. Paul Webster and I
made the journey down last year and enjoyed a great
fast race (average speed 42.3 km/h). This year Paul
and I joined Col Doherty and Paul Anderson for the
trip down. Dave Moreland, a winner of the race
several years ago, also returned.
With a field of 103 riders, the VVCC handicapper saw
fit to place the three Pauls (Anderson, Webster and
Firth) in the 8 minute group and Colin 3 minutes
ahead of us in the 11 minute group. Behind us were a
6 minute bunch containing David Moreland, a 3:30
and a scratch bunch. Colin had a number of bunches
ahead of him (13, 15 and 17 minutes).
The 70 km route for the race heads south out of
Camperdown with a bit of a climb and then undulates
through Cobden and Timboon before coming out on
the Princes Highway at Allansford, about 10 km from
Warrnambool. Overall the route drops 150 metres as
it heads towards the coastline, but due to the
undulations it contains 276 metres of climbing.
Our 8 minute bunch contained the three Pauls from
Eastern and a mix of Northern, Eureka and Geelong
and Surf Coast riders. As it turned out, cohesive is not
a word I would use to describe the group, and a
number of riders seemed to want to sit on, which was
a bit frustrating. At about 25 km, the 6 minute bunch
caught us and the pace stepped up, but it was soon
only eight riders pulling turns with about 12 sitting on.
Paul Anderson and I continued working hard until we
hit Warrnambool. We managed to hold off the 3:30
bunch and scratch but failed to catch Colin’s 11
minute group.

As we crested the last climb into Warrnambool, which
is about 2 km from the finish line, Paul Webster
moved up, looking like the sprinter he is. By this stage
the available accolades were reduced to fastest time
for each of the 6 and 8 minute bunches, but at $100
this prize was worth some effort. I was about 12th
wheel at this point and could only see one rider, Tony
French from GSC, amongst them from my 8 minute
bunch. Tony had ridden fairly strongly so it seemed he
was the one to watch. By this stage we were on the
closed Raglan Parade with three lanes available.
From this point we had 1.5 km or so downhill, followed
by 400 metres at 4 per cent to the finish line.
Previous experience had revealed that it was easy to
go too early and be overrun. So as we made our way
down the slight descent I moved up the inside of the
bunch and found the wheel of Tony, my target. I
stayed there, disregarding the riders from the 6 minute
bunch, and at about 250 metres he jumped and I
stayed on his wheel. As we approached the line I
swung out and got over him, only to see him pull level
again. I found a little more and with a bit of a throw got
him on the line by a few inches (0.029 seconds,
according to Mylaps). As this had occurred, several
6 minute riders had got over us by a bike length or so,
including David Moreland, who took out the fastest
time for that bunch.
As it had turned out, Colin Doherty and his 11 minute
bunch had caught a number of groups ahead of them
and had formed a large bunch fairly early in the race.
Colin said everyone was pretty willing, and as a result
they had put nearly a minute into our chasing group.
Two limit riders took out 1st and 2nd overall, while
Colin’s mega-bunch sprinted for 3rd to 15th. Colin
finished in 11th place and found himself in the money.
My race stats are as follows:
Distance
Time
Average speed
Maximum speed

70.2 km
1:45:34
40.2 km/h
62.7 km/h

The finish line for the Melbourne to Warrnambool has
a carnival atmosphere with food stands, local bike
shop displays and vintage motor vehicle display etc.

A large crowd gathers for the finish of the ‘Warny’ and
we waited the half hour to watch Nathan Elliott take it
out. We were eager to hear how Eastern members
John Clarkson and Peter Howard had fared. We
found Peter in the crowd waiting for the finish, which
wasn’t a good sign, and it turned our he had crashed
out at the 14 km point after being caught up when a
number of riders in the bunch went down. John, we
were informed, had punctured and chased his heart
out to nearly get back on with the bunch but failed to
make it.

Camperdown and we now faced 68 km with tired legs.
So the three Pauls and Colin set off down the Princes
Highway. A little over two hours later we arrived,
having somehow averaged nearly 33 km/h, and we
were spent. Luckily the cake shop in Camperdown
was still open, and we sampled the fine selection of
cakes before setting off back to Melbourne.
All up, we agreed it was a great day. Having ridden it
twice, it has been my favourite race of the year both
times. We would thoroughly recommend it to our
fellow club members.

So by this point we had had a pretty good day, but
there was one minor detail left. Colin’s van was in

Croydon Cycleworks Summer Twilight Crit Series, 17 October

Grade

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

A Grade (15)

Jean-Philippe Leclercq

Stef Kirsch

Daniel Hulbert

Tayfun Ugrasbul

B Grade (18)

Haydn Chapman

Shane Crowhurst

David Pyne

Brad Thexton

C Grade (18)

Peter Gray

Brad Jones

Nathan Dewar

D Grade (10)

Chris Beard

Paula McGovern

Max Michelson

E Grade (4)

Veronica van den Broeck

John C. Wilson

Mark Granland

Harry Hibgame

Wednesday criterium at the Loop, Kew, 18 October

Division

1st

2nd

3rd

Division 1 (12)

Trevor Coulter (N)

David Bunning

Phil Cavaleri

Division 2 (16)

Gavin Plummer

Roman Suran

Peter Webb

Division 3 (7)

Neil Cartledge

Simon Bol (N)

Stephanie Coulson

Division 4 (4)

Alan Cunneen

John Eddy

Barry Ellem

Thanks to referee Keith Bowen and his helpers.

Future events

Eastern Vets
For other events, please refer to page 1 of this newsletter, or go to http://easternvets.com/roster/.
Note: Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
Handicap entries close the Tuesday or Wednesday before the race, as advertised. Riders who enter a handicap
must pay the entry fee regardless of whether they participate. Fees are due on race day; entrants will not be allowed
to start in any EVCC race until fees have been paid. No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or
handicaps. Entries to handicaps can be submitted to the handicapper via email or TeamApp, or on any race day
before the event.

Northern Vets
For details, go to www.northerncycling.com.
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